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MinSec Brings To You: 
Brand Recognition

PCI CPoC Compliant 

Upgradable and Scalable

MineSec CPoC SoftPOS solution allows our customers to develop and certify

their SoftPOS applications under their brand. So the end-users see the solution

as theirs.

MineHades™ and MineZeus™ are developed based on the PCI CPoC

standards. MineHades™ is a white-label client SDK that integrates CPoC

compliant security protections on our proprietary Visa and MasterCard

contactless payment kernels. While MineZeus™ offers the back-end attestation

and monitoring to ensure that both the payment application and the

Commercial-Off-The-Shelf device are secured.

The modular design of MineHades™ provides extra flexibility to upgrade the

SoftPOS to support more international payment schemes contactless kernels. It

can expand to support domestic cards as well. With one single smartphone, the

solution will be able to accept multiple payment methods.

MineSec 

White-label

CPoC SoftPOS 

Mobile software security is always the most challenging part of mobile payment

solutions. MineSec understands the challenges that our customers are facing. With

peace of mind, our White-label CPoC SoftPOS turn-key solution enables them to go

to market.



Integrates payment transaction flow in the

SDK and leveraging the embedded NFC

interfaces within the COTS device.

Provide secure store functions to payment

data.

Embeds software protection mechanisms to

maintain its integrity against attacks.

Designed with security concepts throughout

the entire software life cycle, including

onboarding to end of life.

Passes attestation health-check data about

the COTS platform and CPoC application to

the back-end monitoring system.

Use a Secure channel between the client

device and the back-end processing

environment to process all sensitive

transactions and activities.

Provides a set of API enabling customers to

develop and secure their payment

applications.

MineSec designed MineHades™ to comply with

PCI CPoC security requirements. It provides a

hassle-less integration experience for all mobile

application developers. MineHades™ offers the

core functions of a CPoC solution on the

Commercial-Off-The-Shelf device:

MineZeus™

MineHades™
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Attestation: Processes attestation health-

check data from the CPoC application and

enforces pre-established security policies.

Monitoring: Monitors and provisions security

controls to detect, alert, and mitigate

suspected or actual threats and attacks

against the CPoC application and the COTS

device.

Processing: The processing system receives

encrypted account data from the CPoC

application.

Rest APIs are available to connect to the

back-end server.

MineZeus™ is the backend server to provide

monitoring and attestation functions to the

SoftPOS application. This backend server is

compliant with PCI CPoC Security Requirements.

A PCI DSS compliant cloud system host

MineZeus™ server and operations.

The functions provided by MineZeus™:

For EMV transaction, MineHades provides (1) VISA contactless

transaction API and (2) Mastercard contactless transaction

API.

For the security group, MineHades provides (1) SDK security

initialization, (2) attestation functions, and (3) secure storage

functions.

MineHades offers two groups of APIs, the EMV

contactless transaction functions, and the

security functions:


